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Ponies lead the pack in pet cost comparison at 
$17,000 

● Santa slugged with pet set up costs - hermit crab habitat totals $177 
● Goldfish and guinea pigs among budget-friendly options this Christmas 

Sydney, Wednesday 23 December 2015: Santa should carefully consider the costs 
to set up and maintain pet presents, with a Mozo.com.au comparison revealing the 
most premium pet, a pony, could cost $17,000 in the first year alone. 

The financial comparison site crunched the numbers on popular pets, finding the 
initial cost to purchase some would be vastly outweighed by setup costs such as 
bedding, tanks, toys and basic healthcare products.  

While ponies bolted ahead on both purchase price and setup costs, the humble 
goldfish was the most affordable option.  

“Unsurprisingly, ponies, pedigree pups and designer kitties topped the list for cost to 
purchase, but the setup costs for some of the smaller animals may give Santa some 
serious sticker shock,” says Mozo Director Kirsty Lamont. 

“A couples of hermit crabs will only set Santa back $16, but he’ll have to shell out 
$177 for the setup which includes tank, food and bowls. We threw in a heat mat for 
the winter, in case the Christmas crabs live longer than the several months at the 
lower end of their life expectancy range.”  

“And while we all know ponies aren’t cheap, it’s also hard to rein in the costs of 
maintenance which could be as high as $13,500 in the first year alone when pony 
accommodation, feeding and riding gear are accounted for.” 

Mozo found the most budget-friendly pet to kit out was the goldfish, with around $70 
buying a fish bowl, food, air pump and even a mini castle fortress.  

“The most affordable furry option to set up was the guinea pig, with $288 covering a 
hutch, a big bag of food, a couple of toys and even a guinea pig loo,” says Lamont.  

When it came to comparing designer dogs and cats with their rescued counterparts, 
the set up costs were similar, but there were big savings in the purchase price of the 
pet.  

“Unsurprisingly, a plush Persian cat comes with hefty price tag, costing over $1,500 
to purchase and set up, but we found a rescue kitten could be adopted and set up for 
just over $500. As an added bonus, short-haired rescue cats would require less 
maintenance than the fancy fluffballs,” according to Lamont.  

“For dog-loving households, greyhounds were a great option for the budget and also 
worth considering if fickle kids are likely to lose interest in grooming their new best 
friend. Ex-racing greyhounds are said to be docile couch potatoes, having short 
coats that require little maintenance, and costing just $350 to adopt.”  
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Mozo said Santa should consider the ability of families to care for a pet before 
sending one down the chimney the night before Christmas, and make sure the 
financial and maintenance commitment can be sustained for the life of the pet.   

The full results of Mozo’s pet cost comparison can be viewed here. 

Mozo Christmas Pet Cost Comparison  

Source: Mozo.com.au. 

Notes:  
Mozo compared the costs online of purchasing the animal/s and relevant set up items such 
as bedding, enclosure, boarding and feeding, initial food, bowls, toys, enrichment items, 
standard maintenance products and regular medications. The comparison did not include vet 
costs outside of standard vaccinations. Costs are a guide only and households should 
research the cost and time investment. 
  

-ENDS- 

For data or interviews contact: 
Angela Cartwright or Kirsty Timsans at Mozo 
PH: 02 9037 4375 
E: Angela.cartwright@mozo.com.au or Kirsty.timsans@mozo.com.au 

About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo compares 1,800 products from 200 banking, insurance and energy providers to 
help over 300,000 Australians find a better deal each month via its award winning 
comparison tools and calculators. Mozo is proud to partner with some of the 
country's biggest online publishers, making it one of the most visited comparison 
sites in Australia.    

Pet Cost to purchase Cost of setup and 
initial maintenance Total cost

2 Goldfish $8.00 $71.52 $79.52

2 Hermit Crabs $15.98 $176.72 $192.70

2 Guinea Pigs $80 $287.63 $367.63

Rescue Cat $150 $356.06 $506.06

Ferret $180 $410.82 $590.82

2 Mini Lop Rabbits $198 $544.57 $742.57

Rescue Greyhound $350 $435.63 $785.63

Persian Cat $1,200 $356.05 $1,556.05

Dachshund $2,600 $524.65 $ 3124.65

Pony $3,500 $13,518.45 $17,018.45
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